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My dearest kindred spirits and eager children of the Father,

I extend my loving appreciation to all my sisters and brothers who fervently pursue to deepen 
their grasp of intimate connection to their resplendent divinity within through my affectionate 
instruction.

Your conception of beauty is undergoing rapid development, and this progression will continue 
to transform into pre-mota receptivity to enable you to recognize beauty on deeper and more 
exquisite levels.

Your accelerating awareness of the radiance of spiritual beauty will cultivate your abilities to glo-
rify Him in revered adoration and genuine worship and directly nourish your desire to transform 
your will into His. The senses of your spirit will sharpen in clarity and in delicate recognition of 
the grandeur of His irresistible design.

Beauty continually unfolds around you in captivating loveliness, and a new dimension will pen-
etrate your consciousness as you advance in perfection. It thrives in proportion to your ascension 
and begins to illuminate with intensity as you achieve increased skill in the perception of spirit. 

The Father Fragment is inherently radiant and illuminates naturally from all His children. To 
truly recognize the incredible beauty of His unfolding purpose immediately transforms you into 
a state of irresistible adoration and meaningful worship of His magnificence.

As you develop spiritually, an extraordinary type of reflectivity will become recognizable to you, 
much like the radiant energy you perceive in another’s smile. To us, you are like fragile little in-
fant spirits that exude pulsating glows as you grow and who will eventually actualize and illumi-
nate into brilliant beacons of supernal form.

Beauty is love visualized in spirit perception and love is beauty’s highest form that reflects with 
enormous brilliance as you move closer to the Father.

Continue to ameliorate your veneration and adoration of Him through your continued recogni-
tion of beauty and goodness, and it will become a visual melody in praise of His everlasting love.

VERONICA


